Title: DEVICE FOR REMOVING BAKERY PRODUCTS FROM CONTAINERS

Abstract: Device (1) for removing elongated bakery products (4) from elongated containers (3), comprising a frame (2) having one or more supports for the containers, as well as means for picking up the bakery products, which pick-up means comprise pick-up pins (11) arranged in pin support (7) and means (8,12) for moving the pick-up pins (11) between an initial position, in which the pick-up pins (11) are free from the bakery products (4), and a pick-up position, in which the pick-up pins (11) have penetrated the bakery product (4), in which the pin support (7) are positioned in a frame (10) for letting the pick-up pins (11) engage into the bakery products (4) at the longitudinal sides of the containers (3), wherein for at least one of the longitudinal sides of the containers (3) several pick-up pins (11) are provided.
Device for removing bakery products from containers

The invention relates to a device for removing bakery products from containers.

Bakery products, such as loaves of bread or cakes, usually are accommodated as dough in pans or containers, particularly bakery pans, in order to then be baked in the containers. The containers are usually arranged in the shape of a matrix, in a horizontal plane.

After baking the baked products have to be removed from the containers, which is usually done by means of suction cups.

For improved engagement of elongated loaves of bread it has been suggested before to use straight pins penetrating the short or head ends of the loaves instead of using suction cups engaging the upper side of the loaves. However, a drawback of this is that the distance between the vertical lifting forces exerted on the elongated loaf can be very large, depending on the size of the loaf, and thus the bending moment and the shearing forces in the loaf. This may give cause to the loaf collapsing due to among other things shearing, at the location of the transitions between the dough part portions with which the container is filled and/or -when the dough has been provided with additional parts such as currants or raisins- at the location of said additional parts.

It is an object of the invention to improve on this.

From a first aspect the invention to that end provides a device for removing elongated bakery products from elongated containers, comprising a frame
having one or more supports for the containers, as well as means for picking up the bakery products, which pick-up means comprise pick-up pins arranged in pin supports and means for moving the pick-up pins between an initial position, in which the pick-up pins are free from the bakery products, and a pick-up position, in which the pick-up pins have penetrated the bakery product, in which the pin supports are positioned in the frame for letting the pick-up pins engage into the bakery products at the longitudinal sides of the containers, wherein for at least one of the longitudinal sides of the containers several pick-up pins are provided.

By engaging the longitudinal sides of the bakery product at several places, such as a loaf or a cake, the lifting forces are at a short horizontal distance from each other, as a result of which the bakery product is only subjected to bending moments and pull-out forces to a limited degree.

Preferably several pick-up pins are provided for both longitudinal sides of the containers, so that at both longitudinal sides a more or less evenly distributed tension distribution is achievable.

Preferably the pin supports for the pick-up pins engaging into at least one of the longitudinal sides of the bakery product are arranged on the frame in an adjustable manner as to mutual distance, as a result of which the longitudinal dimension but also the consistency of the bakery product, which may vary in longitudinal direction, can be adapted to.

Preferably the pin supports for the pick-up pins engaging into both longitudinal sides of the bakery product are arranged on the frame in an adjustable manner as to mutual distance, as a result of which the transverse dimension of the bakery product can also be adapted to.

In a further development of the device according to the invention, the pin supports for the pick-up pins that engage into the one longitudinal side of the
bakery product and the pin supports for the pick-up pins that engage into the other longitudinal side of the bakery product are arranged on the frame spaced apart in transverse direction of the containers, as a result of which they have a good initial position for engaging the bakery product.

The pin supports may be arranged substantially on either side of the containers. This arrangement is advantageous when the pick-up pins are held linearly moveable by the pin supports, and particularly are straight.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a device for removing bakery products from containers of which device the pick-up means take up little space.

From a further aspect the invention to that end provides a device for removing bakery products from containers, comprising a frame having one or more supports for the containers, as well as means for picking up the bakery products, which pick-up means comprise pick-up pins arranged in pin supports and means for moving the pick-up pins between an initial position, in which the pick-up pins are free from the bakery products, and a pick-up position, in which the pick-up pins have penetrated the bakery product, in which the pin supports are arranged substantially above the containers. The occupation of space in horizontal sense us thus kept limited.

Such an arrangement is advantageous when using of elongated bakery products, but can also be used with square bakery products or round bakery products. In the latter case the pin holders can also be arranged according to an arc.

The occupation of space can also be further limited when the pick-up pins are rotatably arranged in the pin supports and preferably are drivable by a common drive.
Preferably the axes of rotation for the pick-up pins are substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the container.

The disruption of the bakery product by the inserted pins is kept to a minimum when the pick-up pins are provided with an engagement end or engagement portion that is concentric with respect to the axis of rotation in question.

In a further development of the devices according to the invention the pin supports for the pick-up pins that engage into the one longitudinal side of the bakery product and the pin supports for the pick-up pins that engage into the other longitudinal side of the bakery product substantially coincide in transverse direction of the containers. The occupation of space can thus be kept very limited and the pin holders and pick-up pins of adjacent series can remain entirely out of each other's reach, particularly when the pin supports are arranged substantially above the containers.

In a space-saving embodiment thereof, the pick-up pins or the pin supports are rotatably arranged and preferably are drivable by a common drive. The axis of rotation for the pick-up pins then preferably is substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the container.

Here it is also preferred that the pick-up pins are provided with an engagement end or engagement portion that is concentric with respect to the axis of rotation in question.

From a further aspect according to the invention a device is suggested for removing bakery products from containers, comprising a frame having one or more supports for the containers, as well as means for picking up the bakery products, which pick-up means comprise pick-up pins arranged in pin supports and means for moving the pick-up pins between an initial position, in which the pick-up pins are free from the bakery products, and a pick-up
position, in which the pick-up pins have penetrated the bakery product, wherein either the pick-up pins or the support pins are rotatably arranged.

The axis of rotation for the pick-up pins then preferably is substantially parallel to one of the axes of the container, particularly the longitudinal axis of the container. Preferably the pick-up pins may be provided with an engagement end that is concentric with respect to the axis of rotation in question.

In general the device according to the invention is advantageously provided with means for moving the containers up or down with respect to the pin supports.

From a further aspect the invention provides a method for removing elongated bakery products from elongated containers, wherein pick-up pins positioned along the longitudinal side of the containers are inserted into the bakery product at the longitudinal side of the bakery product, after which the container and the pick up pins are moved apart in vertical direction in order to remove the bakery products held by the pick-up pins from the containers.

Preferably pick-up pins are inserted into the bakery product from both longitudinal sides.

The invention will be elucidated on the basis of an exemplary embodiment shown in the attached drawings, in which:

Figures 1A-C show a front view, a top view and a side view, respectively, of a first embodiment of a device according to the invention;

Figures 2A-C show a front view, a top view and a side view, respectively, of a second embodiment of a device according to the invention; and
Figures 3A-C show a front view, a top view and a side view, respectively, of a third possible embodiment of a device according to the invention.

In figures 1A-C a device 1 for removing elongated loaves, cakes etcetera from bakery pans is shown. In this example so-called incised loaves 4 have been baked in containers 3, which in a certain number are supported in a frame 2. The frame 2 is supported in a manner that is not shown in a framework, in which also frame 10 is placed at a distance above the frame 2.

The frame 10 comprises a number of parallel inverted U-shaped support strips 5, wherein in upwardly inclined extending edge strips 6a, 6b pin holders 7 have been attached. The pin holders 7 comprise a pneumatic cylinder 8, for extending or retracting (directions B, C) the accompanying piston rod 12 to which via attachment head 13 pick-up pin 11 provided with a sharp tip is attached. At the other end the piston rod protrudes with extended piston rod 9.

As can be seen in figure 1A the pin holders 7 are positioned in two directions, in this example at 45° to the horizontal and at 90° to each other. As can be seen for the loaf 4 shown at the right-hand side of the frame 2, when extending two pin holders 7 positioned in this frame 2 diagonally above either side of the longitudinal sides of the loaf 4, the accompanying pick-up pins 11 will penetrate the portion 4a of the loaf 4 protruding above the frame 2 and the containers 3, above a possible filling in the loaf (or cake). When the containers are only filled to the rim both frames 2 and 10 can be kept closer together in order for the pick-up pins to be able to penetrate into the bakery product over the rim.

As can be seen in the figures 1B and 1C the loaf 4 is then engaged from the one longitudinal side by two pick-up pins 11 and from the opposite side by three pick-up pins. The said three pick-up pins are equidistanced here, and in
this example these distances are also equal to the intermediate distance of the two pick-up pins situated at the other side which are arranged on the edge strip 6a in question.

For each loaf there are therefore always three by two pick-up pins present. The loaf 4 is then engaged at several places along its length and stably held with a minimum of internal tensions. After all loaves 4 held in the frame 2 have been penetrated in this way by the pick-up pins in question, the frame 2 is moved downwards, with means that are not further shown, in the direction A, or, alternatively, the frame 10 is moved upwards in the direction A. Thus the loaves 4 are released from the containers 3.

As can be seen in the figures 1A and 1B the occupation of space of the inclined pin holders 7 is rather large. For engaging one loaf an occupation of space S in horizontal direction is necessary. The freedom of moving the support strips 5, which to that end may be detachably accommodated in the frame 10, therefore is limited. As can clearly be seen in figure 1B, the freedom of moving the pin holders in the direction along the support strips 5 is also limited. For such an adjustment the support strips 5 may be provided with more holes than are depicted, in which holes the pin holders 7 can be attached.

A further development according to which more freedom is achieved on this point is the one according to figure 2A-C, in which a upper frame 20 with longitudinal girders 26 and cross girders 25 is placed above the frame 2 provided with loaf or cake containers 3. At one end cross girder 25 a pneumatic cylinder 28 is attached with attachment plate 27, the piston rod 29 of which cylinder 28 is retractable and extendable. At the end of the piston rod 29 there is a horizontally extending translation rod 31 via attachment plate 30. To the translation rod 31, lever arms 32 are attached at regular intermediate distances, which lever arms are subsequently attached to shafts 33a (see figure 2B) which at the ends are bearing mounted in the
longitudinal girders 34 that are fixed to the frame 20. This can be seen more
clearly in figure 2B, in which it can be seen that the shafts 33a with the one
end 35 are bearing mounted in a longitudinal girder 34, and at the other end
are also bearing mounted in the other longitudinal girder 34, but continue
there and are provided with a toothed wheel 36 having teeth 38. Adjacently,
parallel to it, a comparable shaft 33b extends, which is provided with a
toothed wheel 37 having teeth 39, which interengage with teeth 38. Such a
two-shaft 33a, 33b, arrangement is provided above every loaf container 3.

On the shafts 33a, 33b pin holders 36a,b are attached, from which pins 40
extend that have been provided with a more or less straight part 41 and a
circularly bent part 41 provided with a sharp pricking end 43, which is the
actual pick-up pin. The radius R1 of the curved portion 42 has the rotation
centre line of the shaft 33a or 33b in question as its centre.

The arrangement according to figure 2A has the additional advantage of the
simple, space-saving central drive (cylinder 28).

Starting from the initial position shown for the right-hand loaf in figure 2A
the cylinder 28 is operated, so that the piston rod 29 is extended. The
translation rod 31 is then moved to the left in the direction D, as a result of
which the lever arms 32 are rotated from an inclined position, shown on the
right-hand side of figure 32a, to a vertical position, shown at the left-hand
side thereof. As a result the shafts 33a are rotated in the direction F, and
due to the tooth-interengagement of the toothed wheels 36, 37, the shafts
33b are rotated in opposite direction E. With those rotations the pin holders
36a,b are also rotated in the directions F and E, as a result of which the
curved pin portions 41 are pricked into the upper part 4a of the loaf 4. Due
to the relation with the point of rotation the loaf will only be touched by the
pick-up pins according to a line that coincides with the circle defined by the
curved pin portion 41.
After the pin portions 42 have thus penetrated the loaves 4, as can be seen on the left-hand side of the figure 2A, the actual removing of the loaves 4 from the containers 3 can start, by lowering the frame 2 or lifting the frame 10.

As can be seen in figure 2B, a plurality of pick-up points in the longitudinal direction of the loaf can be provided with this arrangement. It can also be seen that there is more freedom regarding the positioning of the pin holders than in the embodiment of the figures 1A-C.

It is noted that either the cylinder 28 or the rod 29 can also be operated differently, such as electrically or magnetically.

The freedom of placement in the direction transverse to the longitudinal direction of the loaves is further increased with the embodiment of the figures 3A-C. Above the frame 2 with the containers 3 a frame 50 is placed, having longitudinal girders 62 and cross girders 61. In a manner comparable to the arrangement of the figures 2A-C, a pneumatic cylinder 28 is attached to one cross girder 61, the piston rod 29 of which cylinder 28 is attached at the end to an angle profile 51a, to which (also see figures 3B and 3C) a number of horizontal translation rods 52a is attached. The rods 52a are placed alternating with rods 52b, which at the end are attached to an angle profile 51b, which is attached to the end of a piston rod of a cylinder assembly corresponding to the shown cylinder 28, which however is positioned for operation in the opposite direction.

Lever arms 53a, 53b are hinged to the translation rods 52a, 52b, which lever arms are attached in a rotationally fixed manner to bushes 66a, 66b serving as pin holders, which bushes are rotatably journalled on the shafts 54. The shafts 54 are rotatably journalled at the ends in longitudinal girders 60 (see figures 3B and 3C) that are fixed to the frame 50.
Pick-up pins 56 are attached on the bushes 66a, 66b by means of plug-in bushes 55 provided with locking screws. The pick-up pins 56 are provided with a straight portion 57 and with a curved portion 58 provided with a sharp tip 59, the centre of curvature of which curved portion 58 coincides with the rotation centre line of the shaft 54.

In the situation shown in figure 3A, all pins with the sharp tip 59 and a considerable part of the curved portions 58 have penetrated the loaves 4. In order to achieve this the piston rods 39 of the cylinders 28 have been extended, as a result of which the translation rods 52a and 52b have moved in the directions G and H, respectively. Thus the lever arms 53a, 53b have also rotated and thus the bushes 66a, 66b, to be considered as pin holders, which have thus let the curved portions 58 penetrate the loaves 4. In the situation resulting from that and shown in figure 3A either the frame 2 can be lowered again or the frame 50 can be lifted in order to actually lift the loaves 4 from the containers 3.

As can clearly be seen in figure 3A, the horizontal occupation of space of the pin holders and their axes of rotation is very limited, and hardly more than the width of a container 3. As can be seen in figure 3B the loaves 4 will be engaged at many places along their length. The arrangement can be changed by removing the pins 56 from the bushes 55 intended for them. For changing the intermediate distance between the pick-up pins, also more of the distance bushes that are placed between the containers 66a, 66b can be placed in addition or be removed.
Claims

1. Device for removing elongated bakery products from elongated containers, comprising a frame having one or more supports for the containers, as well as means for picking up the bakery products, which pick-up means comprise pick-up pins arranged in pin supports and means for moving the pick-up pins between an initial position, in which the pick-up pins are free from the bakery products, and a pick-up position, in which the pick-up pins have penetrated the bakery product, in which the pin supports are positioned in the frame for letting the pick-up pins engage into the bakery products at the longitudinal sides of the containers, wherein for at least one of the longitudinal sides of the containers several pick-up pins are provided.

2. Device according to claim 1, wherein for both longitudinal sides of the containers several pick-up pins are provided.

3. Device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the pin supports for the pick-up pins engaging into at least one of the longitudinal sides of the bakery product are arranged on the frame in an adjustable manner as to mutual distance.

4. Device according to claim 3, wherein the pin supports for the pick-up pins engaging into both longitudinal sides of the bakery product are arranged on the frame in an adjustable manner as to mutual distance.

5. Device according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the pin supports for the pick-up pins that engage into the one longitudinal side of the bakery product and the pin supports for the pick-up pins that engage into the other longitudinal side of the bakery product are arranged on the frame spaced apart in transverse direction of the containers.

6. Device according to claim 5, wherein the pin supports are arranged
substantially above the containers.

7. Device according to claim 5 or 6, wherein the pick-up pins or the pin supports are rotatably arranged.

8. Device according to claim 7, wherein the axes of rotation for the pick-up pins are substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the container.

9. Device according to claim 7 or 8, wherein the pick-up pins are provided with an engagement end that is concentric with respect to the axis of rotation in question.

10. Device according to claim 5, wherein the pin supports are arranged substantially on either side of the containers.

11. Device according to claim 10, wherein the pick-up pins are held linearly moveable by the pin supports.

12. Device according to claim 11, wherein the pick-up pins are straight.

13. Device according to any one of the claims 1-4, wherein the pin supports for the pick-up pins that engage into the one longitudinal side of the bakery product and the pin supports for the pick-up pins that engage into the other longitudinal side of the bakery product substantially coincide in transverse direction of the containers.

14. Device according to claim 13, wherein the pin supports are arranged substantially above the containers.

15. Device according to claim 13 or 14, wherein the pick-up pins or the pin supports are rotatably arranged and preferably are drivable by a common drive.
16. Device according to claim 15, wherein the axis of rotation for the pick-up pins is substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the container.

17. Device according to claim 15 or 16, wherein the pick-up pins are provided with an engagement end or portion that is concentric with respect to the axis of rotation in question.

18. Device according to any one of the claims 1-4, wherein the pick-up pins are rotatably arranged in the pin supports and preferably are drivable by a common drive.

19. Device according to claim 18, wherein the axis of rotation for the pick-up pins is substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the containers.

20. Device according to claim 18 or 19, wherein the pick-up pins are provided with an engagement end or portion that is concentric with respect to the axis of rotation in question.

21. Device according to any one of the preceding claims, furthermore provided with means for moving the containers up or down with respect to the pin supports.

22. Device for removing bakery products from containers, comprising a frame having one or more supports for the containers, as well as means for picking up the bakery products, which pick-up means comprise pick-up pins arranged in pin supports and means for moving the pick-up pins between an initial position, in which the pick-up pins are free from the bakery products, and a pick-up position, in which the pick-up pins have penetrated the bakery product, wherein the pin supports are substantially arranged above the containers.
23. Device for removing bakery products from containers, comprising a frame having one or more supports for the containers, as well as means for picking up the bakery products, which pick-up means comprise pick-up pins arranged in pin supports and means for moving the pick-up pins between an initial position, in which the pick-up pins are free from the bakery products, and a pick-up position, in which the pick-up pins have penetrated the bakery product, wherein the pick-up pins or the pin supports are rotatably arranged.

24. Method for removing elongated bakery products from elongated containers, wherein pick-up pins positioned along the longitudinal side of the containers are inserted into the bakery product at the longitudinal side of the bakery product, after which the container and the pick up pins are moved apart in vertical direction in order to remove the bakery products held by the pick-up pins from the containers.

25. Method according to claim 24, wherein the pick-up pins are inserted into the bakery product from both longitudinal sides.

26. Device provided with one or more of the characterising measures described in the attached description and/or shown in the attached drawings.

27. Method comprising one or more of the characterising steps described in the attached description and/or shown in the attached drawings.
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